Crimean Tatars’ Postcolonial Condition and
Strategies of Cultural Decolonization in Mainland
Ukraine
by Austin Charron
Crimean Tatars have come to play a prominent new role in Ukrainian cultural
and political discourses following Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014,
particularly those who have been displaced to the Ukrainian mainland.
Notably, internally displaced Crimean Tatars have become emblematic of
newly resurgent narratives of Ukrainian civic identity and multiculturalism,
and Crimean Tatar cuisine, music, visual arts, and other products are now
increasingly visible components of Ukrainian cultural landscapes. This article
investigates recent trends in Crimean Tatar cultural and artistic (re)production
in mainland Ukraine—both in traditional and progressive forms—and situates
these trends within the political and discursive project of promoting Ukraine’s
civic and multicultural identities.
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In the past five years, Ukraine has experienced dramatic social, cultural, and
political transformations initiated largely in response to the surge of Russian revanchism in Crimea and aggression in the Donbas, not to mention the Kremlin’s
complicity in the Euromaidan’s violent climax.1 But this response must be viewed
as merely an acceleration in long-standing Ukrainian efforts to (re)assert cultural,
political, and economic agency - along with Ukraine’s very state- and nationhood
- in the face of neo-imperialist discourses and practices aimed at keeping Ukraine
perpetually subordinate to Russia. Indeed, recent reforms such as the controversial “decommunization” campaign have been adopted not only as a reaction to the
Kremlin’s violent turn in 2014, but in an effort to further disentwine Ukrainian
society from its increasingly toxic legacy and historical memory of Russian/Soviet
subjugation, and to push the country instead towards deeper European integration.2
This revolutionary spirit is perhaps most palpable in Ukraine’s recent upswell of creative and artistic energy infused with an invigorating, youthful sense
of civic patriotism and pro-European cosmopolitanism - a development that has
prompted some Western media outlets to declare that Ukraine has entered the
throes of a “cultural” or “hipster” revolution.3 A growing demand for domestically
produced goods and scorn for Russian imports has inspired a revitalized “Made
in Ukraine” movement, reflecting new discourses and practices of consumer nationalism and the imperative to ween Ukraine off any lingering Russian depenEuxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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dencies.4 Recent consumer trends also reveal a renewed embrace of traditional
symbols of Ukrainian nationhood, including the remarkable revival of the traditional embroidered shirts known as vyshyvankas as an everyday article of clothing,
and the increasingly ubiquitous display of the Ukrainian national emblem known
as the tryzub, often in trendy stylized forms.5 Ukrainian arts and humanities have
also undergone similar transformations since 2014, from the sudden appearance
of dozens of striking patriotically-themed murals emblazoning the sides of Kyiv’s
Soviet-era buildings, to the bold new expressiveness of Ukrainian musicians, visual
artists, writers, and filmmakers directly influenced by - and recursively shaping the county’s tumultuous thrust away from and against its post-Soviet moorings.6
Especially given these recent trends, it is productive to view contemporary
Ukraine and its contentious relationship with Russia through the lens of postcolonialism. Russia and the Soviet Union are frequently excluded from the history of European colonialism because their overland acquisition and subjugation of adjacent
territories did not resemble Western European patterns of overseas colonization,
but they were colonial empires nonetheless.7 As with Western European colonial
practices, Russian and Soviet colonialism were often grounded in Orientalist discourses, and in recent years several authors have advanced postcolonial readings
of post-Soviet and post-communist cultures and societies generally.8 Moreover,
echoing Etkind’s thesis of “internal colonization” as a particular model of Russian
imperialism, Morozov points to the postcolonial identity of modern Russia itself.9
Although it is a European state and thus may confound normative geographies of
colonialism, Ukraine has been drawn into scholarly discourses of postcolonialism
since at least the early 1990s.10 Recently, events during and after the Euromaidan
have sparked new rounds of advocacy for viewing Ukraine through a postcolonial
lens.11 Indeed, because the revolution’s goals included emancipation from Russian
economic and political hegemony, but also because it revealed a society (re)asserting itself as one infused with hybrid and pluralistic identities, Gerasimov has
proclaimed the Euromaidan the “first postcolonial revolution.”12
In light of this postcolonial condition, Ukrainians’ recent efforts to distance and
divest their country and themselves from their entrenched entanglements with
Russia may be interpreted as acts of decolonization. While denoting on the one
hand the achievement of national independence following a period of formal colonization, decolonization must also be read as the ongoing project of interrogating
and dismantling the structural components of colonialism that may persist long after colonial rule is officially concluded. In other words, decolonization represents
“process, not arrival; it invokes an ongoing dialectic between hegemonic centrist
systems and peripheral subversion of them.”13 Alongside political and economic
reforms, decolonization is a cultural and creative endeavor with much of the heavy
lifting falling to the artists and intellectuals who strive through their work to (re)
locate, (re)interpret, and (re)articulate national identities in postcolonial contexts.
Euxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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This is certainly true in post-Soviet societies as much as in other postcolonial contexts; speaking specifically of more authoritarian, non-European post-Soviet states
including the Russian Federation itself, Tlostanava observes that, “art seems to be
among the very few remaining ways to reflect critically on the intersection of the
decolonial and de-Sovietizing impulses.”14 Given the tones and objectives of its recent “cultural revolution” in response to a revived imperialist threat, the same may
also be said for contemporary Ukraine.
But reflections on Ukraine’s postcolonial condition often neglect the diversity of
the country’s postcolonial experiences and subjectivities, with the Crimean Tatars
representing a significant blind spot. Although some have drawn attention to their
status as a people indigenous to Crimea and Ukraine in response to the Russian
annexation of Crimea, efforts to locate the Crimean Tatars within a postcolonial
framework are conspicuously absent in the scholarship on Ukrainian postcoloniality.15 The Russian colonization of Crimea beginning in the late 18th century was a
separate process to that of Ukraine, justified through a particular set of Orientalist
tropes and carried out with specific imperial and strategic goals.16 While ethnic
Russians and Ukrainians share a common East Slavic lineage and have therefore
been portrayed as “brotherly nations,” the Crimean Tatars often represented an exotic and menacing Other in Russian and Soviet imperial discourses, and this deeply-rooted perception contributed to rhetorical justifications for their displacement,
deportation, and disenfranchisement in ways never experienced by ethnic Ukrainians.17 Moreover, the contours of contemporary Crimean Tatar ethno-national identity are far more indebted to Soviet policies of korenizatsiya than Ukrainian ethnic
identities, further underscoring the Crimean Tatars’ unique postcolonial subjectivity.18 As if to drive the point home, Crimea and the Crimean Tatars were again
recolonized in 2014 by the successor state to the same imperial hegemon that had
subjugated them for nearly 250 years. Although the occupation of Crimea also adversely affects ethnic Ukrainians and Russians living there, it resonates far more
deeply with the Crimean Tatar experience of colonization. Hence, with the Crimean
Tatars in mind, it is crucial to recognize the plurality of postcolonial conditions that
coexist and comingle within the modern Ukrainian state.
Drawing from ethnographic fieldwork conducted between 2015 and 2017
among Internally Displaced Peoples (IDPs) from Crimea in mainland Ukraine, this
essay aims to situate Crimean Tatars within Ukrainian discourses of postcoloniality and creative practices of decolonization. Using four examples of Crimean Tatar
artists and musicians working in Kyiv, the essay highlights two distinct strategies
employed to decolonize contemporary Crimean Tatar culture: recovering that
which was lost, and (re)imagining that which was prevented from developing.
Before discussing these examples, some additional context is required regarding
the Crimean Tatars’ postcolonial condition and their position in contemporary
Ukraine.
Euxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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Toward a Syncretism of Crimean Tatar and Ukrainian Postcolonialities and
Decolonization

To the surprise of many of their compatriots, Crimean Tatars demonstrated a
fierce loyalty to Ukraine during the Euromaidan and the lead-up to Crimea’s annexation. Although they had never lived under Kyiv’s rule or administration prior
to their 1944 deportation from Crimea, the Crimean Tatars nevertheless emerged
as steadfast supporters of Ukraine and its territorial integrity upon returning to
their homeland, just as a pro-Russian Crimean separatist movement threatened to
plunge the region into turmoil in the early 1990s.19 The Crimean Tatars have since
raised an entire generation to adulthood in Ukrainian Crimea, and what may have
begun as a pragmatic post-Soviet alliance with Kyiv to gird against Russian revanchism has since blossomed into a powerful and sincere Ukrainian civic identity
for many Crimean Tatars.20 Yet for over two decades most Ukrainians tended to
overlook or underappreciate the Crimean Tatars’ strong civic position, as suspicions circulated that their true allegiances lie elsewhere—namely, with Turkey. In
a bittersweet development, the annexation of Crimea heralded a turning point in
the average Ukrainian’s perception of the Crimean Tatars, and they have since been
celebrated as an integral component of the Ukrainian civic nation as never before.21
This new embrace also coincides with the arrival in mainland Ukraine of some
tens of thousands of Crimean Tatars who fled Russian-occupied Crimea, with most
resettling in the cities of Kyiv and Lviv. Along with ethnic Ukrainians, Russians, and
other small ethnic minorities from Crimea now living as IDPs in mainland Ukraine,
the population of internally displaced Crimean Tatars consists largely of well-educated urban dwellers and includes many members of the Crimean Tatar political, entrepreneurial, cultural, and creative elite.22 With freedoms of speech and
expression now severely limited in occupied Crimea, Kyiv and Lviv in particular
have emerged as vital new centers of Crimean Tatar cultural and artistic reproduction; several Crimean Tatar restaurants and social organizations have recently
been established in both cities, while Crimean Tatar music, art, film, iconography,
language, and fashion have recently achieved new prominence within Ukrainian
cultural and media landscapes.23
Following the imperative for mindful inclusion of Crimean Tatars in discourses
of Ukrainian postcoloniality, the artistic and creative contributions of internally
displaced Crimean Tatars to Ukraine’s post-Maidan “cultural revolution” should
also be read as projects of decolonization in their own right. Like so many other Ukrainian artists and intellectuals, several Crimean Tatar IDPs are engaged in
creative cultural reproduction explicitly framed as a response to the collective experience and trauma of Russian/Soviet colonialism, although this too represents
a continuity of trends seen in recent decades in Crimea itself.24 Indeed, few if any
national communities suffered as greatly at the hands of Russian and Soviet coloEuxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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nizers as the Crimean Tatars; displaced in large numbers to Ottoman lands by Slavic settlers and the violence of the Crimean War following Crimea’s first annexation
to the Russian Empire in 1783, the Crimean Tatars were then forcibly deported
from their homeland in 1944. Some tens of thousands died in overstuffed cattle
cars en route to their places of resettlement - primarily in Uzbekistan - after which
the Crimean Tatars were erased from the list of “official” Soviet nationalities and
pressured to lose their national culture, language, and identity through assimilation.25 That the Crimean Tatars managed to preserve a cohesive national identity
and fight successfully for the right to return to their Crimean homeland in spite
of these pressures is rather miraculous, but the experience of Russian and Soviet
colonialism was nevertheless devastating to the vitality of their national culture
and language.26 The experience of depravation and dispossession of a national culture is therefore the cornerstone of the Crimean Tatars’ postcolonial condition,
and their post-Soviet (re)production and reclamation of culture must therefore be
understood as a project of decolonization - especially now, as a resurgent imperial
menace has once again enveloped their homeland.
Perhaps the most direct and certainly most well-known articulation of this
postcolonial condition is the song “1944” by Crimean Tatar singer Jamala, which
won the Eurovision Song Contest for Ukraine in 2016. With the title a direct and
unmistakable reference to the year of the Crimean Tatar deportation, the song is
an artful and moving memorial to its victims that doubles as a subtextual commentary on the 2014 annexation of Crimea, brilliantly superimposing the two events
to expose the underlying continuity of Russia’s imperial conquests of Crimea and
targeted victimization of the Crimean Tatars.27 Crucially, as the chosen Eurovision
representative for all of Ukraine, Jamala’s victory with “1944” represents substantial progress in locating and centering Crimean Tatar voices within discourses of
Ukrainian postcoloniality and national identity more broadly.28 But while “1944”
may now stand as the Crimean Tatars’ definitive artistic statement on the project
of decolonization, it is paradigmatic of the vital decolonizing work currently being created by many Crimean Tatar musicians and artists displaced to mainland
Ukraine. Looking at four examples - two each from Crimean Tatar musicians and
visual artists - two distinct decolonizing strategies emerge: recovering and reconstructing the cultural heritage lost to the ravages of Russian and Soviet colonialism;
and (re)imagining the possible artistic trajectories and forms once extinguished by
the attempted Soviet erasure of Crimean Tatar national identity.
“Our Folklore is Our Foundation”

Among the vanguard of Crimean Tatar traditionalists is musician Dzhemil
Karikov, a prominent cultural figure in Crimea now living in Kyiv. A professionally
trained and highly accomplished musician and composer, 58-year-old Karikov has
Euxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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spent decades researching, cataloging, recreating, and performing the traditional
Crimean Tatar musical styles and compositions that had mostly been lost under
colonial rule. “I am engaged in reanimating our folklore, and I am trying to do so in
its purest form,” he explained in an interview, emphasizing that “most importantly,
I am trying to preserve the quintessence of Crimean Tatar music.”29
Karikov was drawn to his people’s musical traditions as a young man in Uzbekistan well before the Crimean Tatars were allowed to return to Crimea, and he felt
a calling early in his career to ensure that these traditions are not lost for good:
I studied at a conservatory, I am a composer. I wrote music for the symphony
orchestra and for the chamber orchestra. But even there in Central Asia, before
we returned to Crimea, I felt an urgent need to preserve our musical culture. Of
course, it’s fine to write symphonies, to write chamber music or choir music, but
I really understood that our folklore is our foundation. If our people, in their
wisdom, decided to leave us with this or that song, with this or that instrumental melody, then it means that there must be great wisdom in this.30

But much of this musical heritage was lost to the destructive cultural policies of
Russian and Soviet colonialism, not to mention the deportation and forced assimilation of Crimean Tatars specifically. As Karikov explains,
In our musical culture there was a period of stagnation, when we did not develop whatsoever. The only thing that saved us was that we clung to our nationhood and to our folklore - I’m talking about the sphere of our music, we tried
to preserve our [musical] folklore. But to this day only some pathetic pieces
of the rich heritage that the Crimean Tatars once possessed have been passed
down. Along the way we lost a lot of our instruments, because even before the
war the Soviet authorities tried to unify everything. They offered us different
musical instruments, European ones - accordions and such. (…) We lost our
masters who were able to make our different instruments, for example our
great-grandfathers played the santur, the bağlama, and the saz. These instruments are found widely throughout the Turkic world, and we once had our own
master craftspeople, but all of that was lost.31

Karikov has thus made it his life’s work to collect and preserve such instruments, and to build a comprehensive repertoire of the songs and styles his forbearers once played on them.
Despite his stature in Crimean musical circles and his deep devotion to Crimea’s
musical heritage, the hardships and pressures of the Russian occupation were too
much for Karikov to withstand, and in June 2015 he relocated to Kyiv along with
his family and collection of musical instruments. Ensuring that the community of
Crimean Tatar IDPs has access to the musical aspect of their cultural heritage is
now one of Karikov’s primary objectives while living in Kyiv, but he also strives to
create awareness of Crimean Tatar musical traditions as a component of Ukraine’s
diverse musical heritage, and to secure support for Crimean Tatar musical education in Ukraine:
Euxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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I want for people in the new Ukraine to understand that we need our own national music schools, we need quotas for our conservatories, where we can address the problems of Crimean Tatars. I need them to pay attention to these
issues, for the Ukrainian musical elite to understand this and try to help us.
Furthermore, our government has a Ministry of Culture, and I want them to pay
close attention to us, because things are very disproportionate. In the whole
state of Ukraine, we don’t have a single musical school. How many conservatories are there in Ukraine—in Kharkiv, in Kyiv, in Lviv, in Odesa, etc.? There’s an
institute in Dnipropetrovsk. We [Crimean Tatars] don’t have anything at all. If
we are small in numbers it doesn’t mean that we are worse than something else
or someone else, no. There are fewer of us, but we have a rich history behind us,
behind my people, and it is unique.32

Fugure 1. Photograph by Austin Charron©. Musician Dzhemil Karikov plays the bağlama
during a performance at a Crimean Tatar restaurant in Kyiv in February 2016.

Thus, Karikov’s method of decolonizing Crimean Tatar musical culture involves
not only rediscovering and reconstructing its missing elements, but also situating
it within a broader Ukrainian framework to emphasize the role of Crimean Tatars
within increasingly pluralistic discourses of the country’s postcolonial condition.
Another prominent Crimean Tatar IDP working to recreate and preserve traditional elements of Crimean Tatar culture is ceramic artist Rustem Skibin. A good 20
years younger than Karikov, Skibin became interested in the endangered methods
and styles of Crimean Tatar folk art only after relocating to Crimea from Uzbekistan as a teenager:
I came to Crimea for the first time in 1991, and in 1996 we made our final
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move. We built our house over five years, every summer I came with my family.
We moved for good in 1996, and in 2000 I met my teacher, Mamut Churlu, a
famous artist and art critic. He introduced me to the study of our traditional, authentic Crimean Tatar culture. From that moment I started mastering
ceramics, I worked in a workshop and started using the material freely. But I
knew practically nothing about the artistry or the tradition, because we rarely
talked about that stuff in my family. The reasons are clear—the deportation,
the [first] annexation - they practically destroyed all of our material culture.
We were left with no masters and no physical items.33

Skibin has since spent many years working to collect, preserve, and revive
Crimean Tatar material and artistic cultures. He primarily focuses on traditional
techniques of creating colorfully painted ceramic dishes, but Skibin is concerned
broadly with the revival and preservation of traditional Crimean Tatar craftwork in
all its styles and media. Along with his own creative work, Skibin worked diligently
for years with other artists and preservationists to locate remaining artifacts from
bygone Crimean Tatar folk traditions:
From 2000 I started painting and creating new forms of traditional ceramic
dishes, and at that time I also started organizing a movement with students
and a group of artists, we called the project “Crimean Style.” We traveled to
villages and met with grandmothers, searching for all possible artifacts and information, generally everything that we could possibly find, both material and
non-material. And we held seminars on different topics. We learned about Central Asian ceramic painting, because our techniques for painting with brushes
have practically all disappeared. Masters from Uzbekistan came and introduced us to these techniques, to the language of ornamentation, the semantics
of it. We studied ornaments, what they mean, what goes into them, the traditions and rituals with which they are connected. Aside from its aesthetics, every
item made by a master carries its own ritual and utility. And during all that
time, up until the annexation in 2014, we held lots of exhibitions, and we had
some great results. We created some new styles and rehabilitated our crafts
from practically nothing. They became recognizable, like a brand that became
associated with Crimea even though we had only been working on them for five
to ten years.34

Afraid that these traditional crafts were no longer safe in Crimea once Russian
forces had arrived, Skibin relocated to Kyiv along with his prized collection in the
very first days of the occupation, becoming the very first IDP to arrive in mainland
Ukraine from Crimea according to founders of the NGO Crimea SOS.35 At that moment, I made a decision,” he explained during an interview in his small ceramic
studio in Kyiv,
I have a collection of old things, antiques of all genres - ceramics, metal, fabric,
and a modern collection too. I love to collect the best examples of what our
masters could make. I moved it all [to Kyiv], because at that moment it was
unclear what could happen, it could have grown into some kind of military
confrontation, and then everything would have been destroyed.36
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Skibin has remained active in creating and promoting traditional Crimean Tatar
crafts in the Ukrainian mainland, still focusing primarily on the colorfully painted
ceramic plates that have become his signature. Decorated in a variety of traditional and unique styles, his plates have become extremely popular among Crimean
Tatars and other Ukrainians alike. Indeed, during fieldwork Skibin’s plates were
observed decorating the homes and offices of several Crimean Tatar research participants, or frequently given as gifts or prizes.

Figure 2. Photograph by Austin Charron©. Crimean Tatar ceramic artist Rustem Skibin poses with one of his decorative plates in his Kyiv studio in September 2015.

Like Karikov, Skibin is active in advocacy and education concerning Crimean
Tatars’ cultural heritage, often appearing at events and festivals with his traditional hand-powered pottery wheel to help children create their own small ceramic
items. He has also participated in many public arts projects, painting murals in
cities across mainland Ukraine that incorporate Crimean Tatar styles and imagery,
thus enabling Crimean Tatar artistic traditions to permeate deeper into Ukraine’s
cultural landscapes and Ukrainians’ social consciousness. Above all, Skibin’s goal
is to help preserve the vitality and authenticity of Crimean Tatar material culture
as one component of a national identity that is once again threatened by Russian
colonialism in Crimea itself:
We have these different links that tie us together; one link is medicine, another
is our land, our religion, our mindset, our language, our folklore, our material
culture, our architecture. They are all connected, they cannot be separated. If
one disappears, then the whole chain breaks apart. We need to preserve all of
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it, and I don’t see one priority in all of this. What is most important? It seems
that our land is most important. If we are outside of Crimea, we don’t see the
mountains, we don’t see the forest, the landscape, the soil, the sea. Without
this we will disappear. But if we are there and we don’t have our ornaments,
if we don’t have our clothing and our utensils, then we aren’t Crimean Tatars
either.37

As Skibin here implies, much of the burden of protecting and reanimating Crimean Tatar culture as a decolonizing strategy has now fallen to its agents displaced
to mainland Ukraine, where Crimean Tatar cultural (re)production represents but
one component of the larger project of Ukraine’s decolonization. But while Skibin,
Karikov, and other traditionalists strive for authenticity in their efforts to revive
and preserve the cultural heritage left devastated by centuries of colonial subjugation, other Crimean Tatars now living and creating in mainland Ukraine seek
instead to innovate and reinvent their national culture in an effort to overcome its
stunted development under colonial rule.

Figure 3. Photograph by Austin Charron©. Examples of Skibin’s traditionally decorated ceramic plates. The plate in the middle bears the Crimean Tatar national emblem known as
the tamga.

“It’s Better to Modernize as Much as Possible”

Eschewing a narrow devotion to the endangered styles and traditions of Crimean
Tatar cultural (re)production, some members of the Crimean Tatar IDP community
are combining these traditional elements with contemporary styles and aesthetics
to create bold new expressions of Crimean Tatar identity that push its normally
Euxeinos, Vol. 9, No. 28 / 2019
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conservative cultural boundaries. Unsurprisingly, it is largely the Crimean Tatar
youth - members of the first post-Soviet generation - who are leading this small
cultural revolution. One such “revolutionary” is Sevilya Ibragimova, a Kyiv-based
graphic designer in her early 20s whose work reimagines traditional elements of
Crimean Tatar visual art in modern, graphic styles. While her interest is in innovation, Ibragimova’s artistic background is nevertheless in traditional Crimean Tatar
styles and techniques, which she learned from Rustem Skibin himself:
In general, my love for Crimean Tatar art started when I lived in Crimea, when
I was studying in school and worked with [Rustem Skibin]. I painted plates in
his workshop. (…) I painted there every summer, and that’s where he taught
me about Crimean Tatar ornaments, about their language and meaning, their
symbolism. Later, when I started working separately on my own projects, I always came back to this, and it helped me work through things easily. So, I owe
him a big thanks for teaching me everything when I was little.38

But as much as she appreciated the traditions of her national culture, Ibragimova was interested in contemporary art and design, and felt inhibited by the rigid
adherence to tradition that informs much Crimean Tatar art:
I think tradition is what it is, it’s good, but the world is changing, and we need
to keep up with the times. We should never forget our traditions, we should
always hold them up, but at the same time, we shouldn’t forget that it’s worth
creating new things. Otherwise, there will be a point at which everything stops,
the world moves forward and everything’s left behind, it isn’t interesting to
anybody. That’s why it’s better to modernize as much as possible.39

Describing it as “the offspring of my love for both design and Crimean Tatars,”
Ibragimova’s biggest project to date is a graphic book structured around the Crimean Tatar alphabet that serves as a general introduction to the language, culture,
and history of the Crimean Tatar people, with information provided in the Crimean
Tatar, Russian, and English languages. The book, entitled Selâmaleyküm, began as
Ibragimova’s final project for her degree in graphic design, but she felt compelled
to share it with a wider audience. Ibragimova persuaded prominent Crimean Tatar businessman Lenur Isliamov - owner of the Crimean Tatar television network
ATR, where Ibragimova once worked - to fund the publication and distribution of
the book, and it was released in September 2016 in a run of 1,000 copies. As she
explains, Ibragimova conceived of this book not only as a showcase for her graphic
art, but also as a means to engage with her endangered national language that so
many Crimean Tatars - including herself - have lost the ability to speak after Soviet
authorities attempted to eradicate it:
I decided not to waste my time on some boring project, but rather to do something that will be useful in the future, and not just for myself. I wanted something that would be interesting for me to do, but also that would be interesting
for other people to see. And of course, I picked a Crimean Tatar topic, because
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there are so few quality products made about Crimean Tatar topics. (…) There
is the very sensitive question now about knowledge of our language; I myself
know Crimean Tatar really poorly, and so an alphabet book was a big motivator for me to study it at least at a basic level. So, I chose to make an alphabet
book, and not to just make it boring or something that would only appeal to
Crimean Tatars, but to make it interesting to everybody, to Ukrainians and any
other national group. That’s why I made it in three languages, so it would be
accessible to everybody. I also wanted to make it not just an alphabet book,
but to include certain elements that would make it a small introduction to the
culture and ethnicity of the Crimean Tatars.

Figure 4. “Graphic Artist Sevilya Ibragimova presents her book Selâmaleyküm at a Kyiv
bookstore in September 2016,” Krym.Realii©, September 30, 2016. https://ru.krymr.
com/a/news/28024859.html

The book is filled with charming graphics depicting words and concepts beginning with every letter of the Latinized Crimean Tatar alphabet, and which pertain
to different aspects of Crimean Tatar culture or history. For example, under the
letter “Ç,” readers learn the words çiberek, çöl, and çoban, translating to cheburek—the famous Crimean Tatar meat pies—”steppe,” and “shepherd,” respectively. Interspersed between these vocabulary lessons are historical photos and short
texts providing additional information about the depicted words and concepts. Although the book is meant to educate people about Crimean Tatar heritage and traditions, it is presented in a chic, contemporary style with broad appeal. Ibragimova
was initially concerned that her work would displease those traditionalists who
shun the incorporation of modern styles into Crimean Tatar art, but Selâmaleyküm
was nevertheless well-received by her mentors:
Do you know Mamut Churlu? He first started the revival of Crimean Tatar traditional art. He was Rustem Skibin’s teacher, and he categorically opposes any
kind of modernization of Crimean Tatar culture. But I don’t agree with him.
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When I was painting [at Skibin’s studio], he would always correct me and tell
me not to do it a certain way. When he saw my book, I thought that he would
be critical, just furious about it, but he said, “well, given my position, I still like
this.” This was the highest praise I ever got from him.40

Deploying a progressive artistic sensibility in service of revitalizing the endangered Crimean Tatar language, Selâmaleyküm may thus be read as work of both
cultural and linguistic decolonization that seeks to simultaneously innovate and
reanimate cultural elements of Crimean Tatar identity within its postcolonial context.

Fugure 5. Photograph by Austin Charron©. Example page from the book Selâmaleyküm,
with graphics depicting relevant words and items beginning with the Crimean Tatar letter
“A”.

Pushing the boundaries of Crimean Tatar cultural (re)production to new extremes is the Kyiv-based band Shatur Gudur, who proudly bill themselves as the
world’s first Crimean Tatar punk band. Longtime fans of western punk, grunge, and
rock music, the band’s core members - brothers Dzhemil and Suleyman Mamutov
- first started writing, adapting, and recording punk songs in the Crimean Tatar
language in Simferopol in 2007, the same year Suleyman moved to Kyiv to attend
university. Split between the two cities, the brothers continued playing and recording songs sporadically before Dzhemil too relocated to Kyiv after the annexation
in 2014. Now living in the same city again, the brothers recruited new band members and began rehearsing more regularly, and it wasn’t long before they started
attracting attention. The brothers insist that they are not trying to capitalize on the
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newfound fashionability of Crimean Tatar culture, but that this has brought them
attention nonetheless:
AC: After the annexation of Crimea, after this new political situation began, do
you think that singing in Crimean Tatar or presenting yourselves as a Crimean
Tatar group has become more important in Ukraine?
DM: Like, a trend?
AC: Yes, as I understand it, Crimean Tatars have become more visible.
DM: I think it’s only thanks to this that they started calling us for concerts!
SM: Shatur Gudur itself hasn’t adjusted to this, it happened naturally.
DM: We only had recordings, we never played concerts. We only did a couple
shows before the annexation.
AC: After Crimean Tatars became more popular, did you then decide that you
should play more concerts?
DM: We just played on our own, and they started calling us. That’s the differences, we never called anybody.
SM: A lot of interest in Crimea just arose in the mainland for the first time after
the events of March 2014, so that’s why they started seeking us out.
DM: So, maybe if the [annexation] had never happened, we wouldn’t be sitting
here today.41
Embracing a punk-rock ethos as much as an aesthetic, Shatur Gudur—which
roughly translates from Crimean Tatar as “hustle and bustle”—reject the notion
that Crimean Tatar culture should cling to tradition, instead infusing its linguistic
and sonic elements with the modern musical styles they grew up listening to, creating a hybrid sound that band members refer to as “ethno-punk.” Shatur Gudur
is certainly novel when compared to the more common and traditionally conservative elements of Crimean Tatar culture, but the band’s goal is not to be confrontational; rather, Shatur Gudur strive to make up for the fact that Crimean Tatar
culture was severely stunted due to the deportation and other destructive cultural
policies of Russian and Soviet colonialism. Instead of seeking to recover aspects of
Crimean Tatar culture that were lost, elder brother Dzhemil explains that Shatur
Gudur imagine the trajectories it may have followed had it been allowed to develop
freely:
If it had not been for the deportation of the Crimean Tatars, then there would
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have already been groups like Shatur Gudur and nobody would have thought
anything of it, at least ideally. There was a great reserve of culture that was just
cut out of our people’s development when we were in Uzbekistan, after the deportation people just tried to preserve what they had, they really didn’t develop
anything new. Take Turkey for example, they had rock music in the 1960s, and
alongside their rock music they were developing folk music too, and Crimean
Tatars were deprived of all that. So, I don’t concentrate on the things we were
deprived of, I just try to make a [musical] product as if there had never been a
deportation, as if there had already been such punk rock.42

Accordingly, Shatur Gudur also push back against the orthodox expectations of
how Crimean Tatar identity should be presented, both in their music and how they
perform it. Before a highly anticipated concert at a Kyiv nightclub in April 2016,
producers from the Crimean Tatar television network ATR who planned to film
and later broadcast the concert requested that Shatur Gudur hang a Crimean Tatar
national flag behind them on stage, but the band refused to comply. The flag—
which features the national emblem known as the tamga in yellow against a light
blue background—is ubiquitous at all Crimean Tatar social, cultural, and political
events, but the band rejected the expectation that their performance be branded as
an explicitly Crimean Tatar event:
DM: If we stood beneath the Crimean Tatar flag, that means that we are obliged
to demonstrate some kind of traditional markings of our culture and our people, but punk rock is completely untraditional, it is a form of personal self-expression, and it doesn’t have any kind of relationship to a flag. Language—yes,
absolutely. In that case we should have hung an American flag, or a British flag.
They played a role in punk rock.
SM: Sometimes [displaying the flag] is like showing off. If this had been at some
international scale, then we might have wanted to highlight our national identity. But in cases where there are a lot of Crimean Tatars in attendance and
everybody knows who we are and what we are doing, it’s just redundant. There
are always lots of other venues for us to display our national identity, express
our national views, but we want to keep our music a neutral venue, just leave
it as it is.
DM: We are not fostering a feeling of patriotism, we are asking more questions.43
As the members of Shatur Gudur see it, creating opportunities for Crimean Tatar
cultural representations to progress, develop, and diversify in this way is crucial to
the project of decolonizing their national identity; but while Crimea remains occupied and expressions of national identity there restricted, Dzhemil affirms that
contemporary Ukraine is both conducive and receptive to their artistic expression
and similar acts of Crimean Tatar decolonization:
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I think that more than anything else, Ukraine provides certain conditions for
the free development of Crimean Tatar culture and maybe the Crimean Tatar
people in general, while there are a lot of obstacles to this in Crimea because of
what has happened there. This can’t be denied, no matter how much the Russian authorities say that they have given the people some privileges.44

Indeed, in the wake of Crimea’s annexation and Russia’s resurgent neo-colonial
ambitions, this observation speaks to a growing consciousness of Crimean Tatars,
their culture, their unique postcolonial subjectivity, and their vital cultural and creative contributions to Ukraine’s overarching project of decolonization.

Figure 6. Photograph by Austin Charron©. Crimean Tatar punk band Shatur Gudur performs at Crimea House in Kyiv in September 2018. The band includes brothers Dzhemil
(right, on bass) and Suleyman

Conclusion

Once removed from their homeland and officially deprived of their culture and
nationhood, the Crimean Tatars fought an improbable uphill battle during the late
Soviet period just to preserve some semblances of a cohesive national identity and
to return to their Crimean homeland. Despite their remarkable victory in this endeavor, the damage that Russian and Soviet colonial policies wrought upon their
national culture was devastating and everlasting, and the process of decolonization is ongoing with much progress still to be made. Tragically, this progress suffered a tremendous setback in 2014 as the Kremlin recolonized the Crimean Tatars
along with the Crimean Peninsula itself, then imposing draconian restrictions on
freedoms of speech and expression that have effectively silenced Crimean Tatar
voices of opposition. But something rather unlikely happened to the Crimean Tatars in the brief interim between periods of direct colonial subjugation: they became Ukrainians - or, rather, devoted citizens of the Ukrainian state, where parallel
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but distinctive processes of decolonization were also underway.
Mainland Ukraine thus provides a safe haven for tens of thousands of Crimean Tatar IDPs who have fled Russian-occupied Crimea since 2014, including many
members of their cultural and creative elite who have carved out a place for themselves within the country’s post-Maidan “cultural revolution”—itself a fundamentally decolonial project. But while the Crimean Tatars’ postcolonial condition should
be viewed as one component of a larger, pluralistic Ukrainian postcoloniality, their
uniquely devastating experience of colonization demands uniquely responsive
strategies of cultural decolonization. For Crimean Tatar musician Dzhemil Karikov
and ceramicist Rustem Skibin, decolonization involves recovering, reconstructing,
and preserving the artistic traditions that were lost or ravaged after centuries of
destructive colonial rule. For younger artists, including graphic designer Sevilya
Ibragimova and the brothers Dzhemil and Suleyman Mamutov of the punk group
Shatur Gudur, decolonization means innovating and evolving those traditions to
imagine new trajectories of Crimean Tatar cultural development, and the potential
trajectories that colonialism once disrupted. Both strategies are crucial to Crimean
Tatar and holistically Ukrainian practices of decolonization, particularly in light of
the resurgent neo-imperialism that has already engulfed Crimea and the Donbas,
and which remains a looming threat to Ukraine itself.
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